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With your family review the first five books of the Bible.
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God flooded the earth, but He
protected Noah, his family,
and the animals in the ark.
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EXPLORE TOGETHER:
When driving in the car, play a round of Categories
using the animals that Noah might have taken on the
ark. The first person will say an animal that begins
with the letter “A” (aardvark). The next person
will say an animal that begins with the letter “B”
(baboon). Continue through the alphabet.
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Read each sentence and fill in the blank.
Complete the crossword puzzle.

1.

God told Noah to build an ____________, and he ________________.
(11 across)

(10 across)

2. It rained for __________ days and nights causing a ___________
(4 across)

(4 down)

over the entire earth.

3. Noah and his family were the only _____________ who survived.
(5 down)

4. After the water went down, Noah sent out a ____________ and
(1 down)

then a _________.
(8 down)

5. After they were able to walk on dry land again, Noah built an __________
(3 down)

to _____________ God for His grace.
(2 across)

6. God promised to never			
_____________ the earth through
(9 down)

a flood again.
7. He put a 			
_________________
(7 across)

in the sky as a 		
______________
(6 across)

of that promise.

WORD BANK:

altar, ark, destroy, dove, flood,
forty, obeyed, people, praise,
rainbow, raven, symbol
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